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SUMMARY 

For estimating the population variance using information or. several 
auxiliary variables. an improved ratio-type estimator is defined. It is shown 
that proposed estimator is more efficient than the usual unbiased estimator 
and the Isaki [5] estimator. Double sampling version of the suggested 
estimator is also discussed. 
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L Introduction 

Suppose we have a population of N identifiable units on which (k + 1) 
characteristics y, xJ, X2..." Xk are defined. Here y is the characteristic of interest 
and Xi. (i = 1, 2, ... , k) are auxiliary characteristics whose population variances 

or, (i =1,2, ... , k) are assumed to be known. Let (Yh, Xih) denote the values ofy 

and Xi on the unit h. Assume that a simple random sample of size n is drawn 
with replacement, (Yh, Xih), (h =1, 2, ...• n) are observed. Now assume that the 
problem is to estimate the population variance 

s~=(~it (Yh-yf=et &h-yjf,e=[N(N-I)]-1 
N )h=\ h"j 

y=(~it Yh 
N )h=\ 

when S;. the population variance of auxiliary character x is known, Isaki [5] 

considered the problem of estimating S~ and suggested univariate, multivariate 

ratio and regression estimators with their properties. In this paper, we have 
proposed a multivariate ratio-type estimator for population variance of Y and its 
properties are discussed in single phase as well as in two phase sampling. 

--~ ..--... 
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Let z =(y, X) denote a 1 x (k + 1) vector where the population variances 

of each component of the vector x are assumed to be known. Let 

denote the mean and covariance of z where 

O'ij = O'f if i = j~ (i, j)= 0, 1, 2, ... , k) 
(1.1) 

=Pij O'j O'j otherwise 

In particular Pij =p, (i, j)= 0, 1, 2, ..., k the model (1.1) reduces to 

O'lj = O't if i = j,.(i, j)= 0, 1, 2, .... , k) 
(1.2) 

=PO'jO'j otherwise 

and k-I < P < 1. Assume that z possesses the same moments as a 1 x (k + 1) 

multivariate normal variable up to the fourth order. Let 

n 

Sij =(n - t)-I L (Zih - zJz jh' i, j 0, I, 2, ... , k (1.3) 
h=1 

Then, following Olkin [10], Isaki [5] constructed the multivariate ratio 

estimator for O'~ as 

(1.4) 

A _ -I _ So . _ • . 
and it iswhere ri - Sjj Soo - [Sf2} 1 - I, 2, ..., k, °< wi < I, 

i=1 

assumed that the O'f, i =1,2, .." k; are known while P and 0'5 are unknown. 

Motivated by Shukla [14] and John [6] and Mohanty and Pattanaik [8], one 

may define the following alternative multivariate ratio-type estimators for 0'5 as 

(1.5) 
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(1.6) 

and 
-1 

k 
~2 w·S 4= L (1.7)

)'Ill 
_1-2

[ 
A 

]i=1 ri O"i 

k 

where Wi'S (i =1, 2, ... , k) are the weights such that L wi = 1. 
i=1 

k 2 
w· nO"· 

, 1 j" i J 
We note from Agrawal and Panda [I] that with wi = k ( k 2Jand 

~ w· nO"·L.J 1 j"i J 
i=1 

kL w~ 1, the estimator S~4 takes the form 
j=1 

k 
~ , 2
L.J Wj O"j 

i=1 

which is similar to Shukla [14] and John [6] type estimator S~2' 

Under the set up (1.2) the common minimum variance of the estimators 

S;mj G=1 to 4) to the first degree of approximation is given by 

min.var(s~J= [k{n -1)jl[2(k +lXl- p2 pg] (1.8) 
j=ilo4 

With the assumption that z possesses the same moments as in the above, 

the variance of s~ is 

Var ~5)= {n -It' 20"g (1.9) 

If follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that 
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min. var(§~J5 var(s~)iff \p\ ~ (k + Itll2 (1.10) 
j=lto4 

The other relevant references related with the present investigation are Das 
and Tripathi [4], Srivastava and Jhajj [16], Prasad and Singh ([11] and [12]), 
Biradar and Singh [3], Singh et al. [15], Sthapit [17], Arcos Ceberian and Rueda 
Gracia [2], Rueda Gracia and Arcos Ceberain [13] and Upadhyaya and 
Singh [20] etc. 

2. The Suggested Estimator and its Variance 

We suggest the estimator for cr~ as 

k 
A*2 _ ~ A 2 2 (2.1)Sym - ~ wi ri cri, + Wk+1 So 

i=1 

k+1 
where e< wi < 1, L wi = 1 

i=1 

It is noticed from (2.1) that §;~ reduces to the usual unbiased estimator 

s~ if Wi = 0 for i = 1, 2, ... , k and it reduces to Isaki [5] estimator §~I for 

Wk+1 =0. Under the set up (1.1) the variance of §;~ to the first degree of 

approximation is given by 

(2.2)var~%)=( :~:1}1-2~'\H ~'!)~l 

21 P12 

2 1P21 
and 

2 2 2 

where D = 

P(k-I)t P(k -1)2 P(k -I)k 
2 2 2 

Pkl Pk2 Pk(k -I) 1 kxk 

Minimization of (2.2) yields 


w=D-ld andw k+1=(l-D-I d) (2.3) 
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Substitution of (2.3) in (2.2) gives the minimum variance of §;; as 

(2.4) 

which is smaller than that of the usual unbiased estimator s5. 

~·2
Under the set up (1.2), the variance of Sym to the ftrst degree of 

approximation is given by 

(2.5)var~;;')=( ~~:11[1- 2 dO- ": + ":'D~ ,,:l 

which is minimized for 

D*-I d* d (1 D*-l d·)w = an wk+1 = (2.6) 

with 

p2 
p2 

d· = p2 

p2 

and D* = 

kxt 

1 p2 p2 
p2 1 p2 

p2 p2 p2 
p2 p2 1 

kxk 

Substitution of (2.6) in (2.5) yields the minimum variance of §;~ is given 

by 

miv.Var (§;;J= (2crri )(1- d" D* dO) 
n-l - - 

(2.7) 

Thus to a ftrst order of approximation, the estimator §;; is as efficient as a 

multivariate regression estimator. We mention in passing that the optimal choice 
of the weights Wi involves population quantity (p) which is unknown. However, 
this can be either assessed quite accurately from the past experience or estimated 
in a reasonable way from the sample at hand, for instance, see Murthy [9] and 
Tankou and Dharmadhikari [19]. 
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We have from (1.10) and (2.7) that 

. V lSA*2) . V (;;*2)_ 20'6 (1- p2 r > 0 (2.8)
mm. ar ~ ym - mm. ar ~mj - -(--) 1: } 

j=llo4 n-l k~+(k-l)p2 

which implies that 

. V (;;*2)< . V (;;2)mm. ar~ym - mm. ar ~ym (2.9) 

It follows from (1.12) and (2.9) that 

min.Var (S;~):;; min.var (S;mj):;; Var (s~)iff Ipi ~ (k + 1)-112 (2.10) 
j=1104 

Further, we have from (1.11) and (2.7) that 

(2). (;;*2) 20'~ kp4
Varl!'o -mm.Var\:'>ym ==-(--) [ ] ~O (2.11) 

n -1 ~ + (k _ (p2 

Thus it follows from (2.8) and (2.11) that the suggested estimator S;m is 

more efficient than the usual unbiased estimator s~ and Isaki [5] estimator 

3. Two Phase Sampling 

If the required auxiliary information is not readily available for the 
population before sampling, it might pay to collect such information for a large 
preliminary sample and then collect more precise information for the variable of 
interest on a second phase sample. This procedure is known as two phase 
sampling (or double sampling), is very much use in the practice. The second 
phase sample may be either (i) a subsample of the large first-phase sample 
(designated as Case I) or (U) it may be selected independently (designated as 
Case ll). 

Let the first and second phase sample sizes be nl and n respectively and 

s~ == (nl ItI t (Zih - Z:~jh 
h I 

n 

and sij == (n -ItI L (Zih - ZJZjh' (i, j)= 0,1,2, ..., k 
h =1 

represents the corresponding covariances of the auxiliary variables 

~ -~-------.... .... ...._ ......_.-..... _-_ ..._ .. _......__.... __.. __. __._ ...__..... __ . 

I 
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-* Lnl 

z· = I. 

h=l 

It is to be noted that the samples have been drawn by simple random 
sampling with replacement (SRSWR) scheme at both the phases. We simplify 

. b' 2 * *2 d 2 N dfi ththe notatIOn y settmg Sjj = Sj ,Sjj = Sj an Soo = So. ow, we e me e 

multivariate ratio estimator for 05 as 

k k+1 

§;d = L Wi fi S~2 + Wk+1 s5; L Wi =1 (3.1) 
i=1 i =1 

A2 

For w k +1 =0, Syd reduces to 


k k 

~2 '" ~ -2 '" (3.2)Sydl = .l.J Wi Ii Si '.l.J Wi =1 

i=1 i=1 


which is double sampling version of Isaki [5] estimator S;m1 in (1.4). If we set 

Wk + I = 0, S;d boils down to the usual unbiased estimator s5. 

Replacing of by s? in (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) we get double sampling 
A2 ~2 A2 

versions of Sym2' Sym3 and Sym4 respectively as 

(3.3) 

§2Yd3 IT fA. S:2]wi (3.4)i=1 ~i I ) 

and 

(3.5) 

k 

where wi's (i =1,2, .... k) are suitably chosen constants such that L Wj =1. 
i=1 

----------------_......_------ 
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Now, we write the variances of S;d in two cases 

Case I: When the second phase sample is a subsample of first, then the 

variance of S;d ullder set up (1.2), to the first degree of approximation, is given 

by 

(3.6) 

which is minimized for 

- 0*-1 d* - (1- 0*-1 d*) (3.7)w- ,wk+l
... - - 

or 

(3.8) 

Thus the minimum variance of Sid is given by 

(3.9) 

which is equal to the approximate variance of the usual double sampling 
multivariate regression estimator 

(3.10) 

where ~i s~, i =1, 2, ... , k 
Si 

Case II: When the second phase sample is independent of the first phase, 

then the variance of Sid under set up (1.2), to the first degree of approximation, 

is given by 

Var~2d \ = 20'6 [1- 2 w/d* + {nl +n - 2} (w/O* W)] (3.11) 
Y hi (n -1) - - (n l -I) - - 
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which is minimized for 

(n l -1) D*-I d* -1 (nl -1) D*-I d* (3.12)
w (n\+n-2)- _ ,wk+l- -(n,+n 2)

or 

(3.13) 

Hence the resulting (minimum) variance of §~d is given by 

min Var~z \ - 2aci [I (n1 -1) kp4 1 (3.14) 
. Yd~I-(n_l) -(nl+n-2)~+(k_I)Pz} 

It follows from (3.9) and (3.14) that 


. {;:.z \ . {;:'2 , 2{n -1}:rci k p4

mm.Var~Yd~-mtn.var~Ydhl=( V. )l ] >0 (3.15) 

nl -1".01 + n - 2 I!- + (k _1).>2 

which shows that the estimator S~d in case IT is always more efficient than in 

easel. 

Further, in cases I and II the common mInimum variance of 

§~dj U=I to 4) for the set up (1.2) are respectively given by 

From (3.16) and (3.17), we have 


. (;:'2' . h \ 4(1- p2 pci

mIn.Var~ydjhl-mm.Var\Sydj~ = ( ) >0 (3.18) 

. I 4 . 14k n1 - 1J=IO J=IO 

which follows that multivariate ratio-type estimator S;dj (j =1 to 4) has smaller 

minimum variance in case I than that in Case II. 
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From (1.9), (3.9) and (3.16) we have 

\' (2) . V {;'2 \ -2[ 1 1 ] Kk+1)12-1}uci ar\so -mm. ar't'ydjn - ----- - 
j=lto4 n -1 nl -1 k 

~ 0 iff I~ ~ (k + ItI (3.19) 

and 

. (;'2 \ . (;'2 \ 4 (1 1) (1 - p2 L
mm.Var't'ydjJ. -mm.Var't'ydn =20-0 ----- 1. } ~O 

j=lto4 n-l nl -l k,,+(k-l)12 

(3.20) 

Thus we have the following inequality 

min.var~;dA Smin.var~;djA Smin.var~;d) ifl~~(k+lt (3.21) 

Further from (1.9). (3.14) and (3.17) we have 

var(s~)- min var(S;dJ= 20-ci [_1_ + 1 [p2 {1 + ( (nJ - n) ) k} -1]
j=lto4 k n-l n1 -1 nl +n-2 

( ]-112~ 0 iff Ipi ~ (nl - n)c )+1 (3.22)[ nl +n - 2 

and 
. (;'2) . (;'2 )

mm.Var't'ydj - mm.Var't'ydnI 

j=lto4 


= 20-ci [(nl -1)~ - p2)+ (n -l)t + (k -1)12 If 
~o (3.23) 

k (n l -1)(n l +n- 2), + (k _1)P2 } 

Thus from (3.22) and (3.23) we have the following inequality 

min.var~;dt S min. var(S;dj)S Var ~~)if I~;;:: [/n l 
- ~ ) + 1]-1/2 (3.24) 

j=!to4 nI + n 2 

Finally. we conclude that proposed estimator S;d is better than s5 and 

S;dj (j = 1 to 4) in both the cases I and II. 

Remark 3.1 : The efficiencies of the estimators discussed in this paper 
can be compared for fixed cost. following the procedure given in 
Sukhatme et al. [18] and Khan and Tripathi [7]. 
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